§0. Introduction
Exploitation of the model theoretic properties of G6del's constructible sets led in [61 to a generalization of the Friedberg-Muchnik finite injury (or priority) method from ¢o to every E l admissible ~. In order to generalize, it was necessary to sacrifice the standard indexing of arecursively enumerable sets, and hence of the requirements associated with finite injury arguments. For some a's tile indexing was demonstrably not a-recursive. 131 gave an alternative view of [6] that centered on the nature of the indexing. This paper continues the study of indexing of requirements, and applies it to construct minimal pairs of a-recursively enumerable sets for some, but not all, ~x. The Friedberg-Muchnik solution of Post's problem generalizes in a trivial fashion to every 2; 2 admissible ordinal. All the complications of [31 and [61 resulted from forcing a 2;1 admissible ordinal a to do the work of a ~2 admissible ordinal. In this paper a is forced to do a much larger share of that work, and even some of the work of a 22 3 admissible, since tt~e Lachlan -Yates minimal pair construction lifts easily to every X 3 admissible.
From now on a is invariably a ~;l admissiHe ordinal. A an,t B form a minimal pair of subsets of ~ if neither is a-recursive, and if every C (a subset of a) 0z-recursive ill each is a-recursive, a and b form a minimal pair of a-degrees if neither is O, and if e _<-a al~d c ~ b imply c --O. Lachlan [ 2] and Yates [8 ] constructed a minimal pair of recursively enumerable sets, and Sukonick [7] lifted their construction to metarecursion theory (a = least nonrecursive ordinal co cK ). Sukonick used an effective co-ordering of requirements, and consequently had no need of the a-finite injury method. He did however introduce one new twist. His A and B were hyperregular by design. Ttlus for each e and cach metafinite K, if (e} A was total on K, then {e} A restricted to K was a rectafinite partial function. He needed the hyperregularity to lift some of the convergence lemmas from co to COl cK , Something like Sukonick's twi,,t will be needed in our argument as well. It was not essential to the solution of Post's problem [61.
Section 1 contains a review of ele~lentary definitions, that of a-cardinal being typical, Section 2 is devoted to projecta, ihe means of indexing requirements in priority arguments, and in particular to the notion of tame Z 2 projectum inven*.ed by Lerman [31. Section 3 introduces refractory Z 1 a~hnissible a's, and constructs minimal pairs of a-recu~ively enumerable sets for all nonrefractory a's. Section 4 discusses f~rthcr results and open questions. § 1. Preliminaries
The following concepts are defined in [6] • E1 admissible ordinal, partial a-recursive ftlnction, 0~-recursively enumerable set, a-recursive s,, ~.t, bounded (below e] set, a-I'it~ite set, regular set, hyperregular, set, ~,,,~ (weakly a-recursive in), ~a (o~-recursive in), ~,~ (~,~ and >_~ ), adegree, a-recursively enumerable degree.
....... If A is a bounded subset of a, then lub A is the least 3, < a such that 3`>6foratl6~A.A
• Bis!2xlx~A) u 2x+ llxEB}.Ifaisthe a-degree of A and b is the a-degree of B, then a u b is the a-degree of A @ B..:1 is the a,-degree of A < a.
A(x) = 1 when x E :1 and 0 otherwise. q~i I i -< a) is the sequence of all partial a-recursive fuv.ctionals. There exists au a-recursively enumerable sequence of a-finite p~rtial functiotams ~qQ I i < a & 3' < a ~ such that for all i and all regular A,
qri(,,t) = lira qQ ( :l ) . 1
Similarly (cb i, Oi)l i < a} is the sequence of all pairs of partial a-recursive functionals and is the limit of the a-recursively enumerable sequence ~<~I~,,0? >ti< ~ & 3'< a~. k is GOde!'s class of constructible sets, and L~ is the set of all sets constructible via orditlals less than 7.
7 is an ~-cardinal if 7 < a and there is no one-one a-finite map of ~/ ont,~ some lesser ordinal. 7 is ~t regular a-cardinal if 3' is not of the form 0 ~ K~ i/3 c I. where K a is the a-finite set of canonical index/3 and l is an a-finite set of c~-cardinality less than 7.3' is a singular a-cardinal if it is not regular. If K is a-finite, then a-card K is the least a-cardinal 7 such that there is a one-one a-finite correspondence between K and 7. gca is the ~eatest a-cardinal if tilere is one, and a otherwise.
The r%atlarity of 4 insures the consistency (or single-valuedness) of 'I, i applied to A. IfA i,' .¢ regular, then computations based on a-finite sets of mer~bership facts about ,4 can be replaced by computations based on t~-finite initial segments of the characteristic function ofA. And the consistency can be achieved, as in o~dinary recursion tileory, by preferring shorter to longer initial segment,~.
A relation R(x I ..... x n ) is X2 over L,, if there is an a-recursive relation S(y, z, x 1 ..... x n ) 
f is a ~l projection iff is a one-one a-recursive map of a into a. t~*, the X; 1 projectum of 0t, is the least/] for which there is a Zl projection of a into B. (fneed not be onto.) g is a X2 projection of a into/~ ifg is one-one and the graph ofg is ~'2 over La. The X2-ness ofg is equivalent to the existence of an a-recursive g' with the following property:
i.e. gx = lim g '(r, x) . g is .aid to be tame ~2 if there exists a one-one t~-,r.--~ot recursive g' such that:
g is said to be strong ~2 ifg is Z 2 and there exists a one-~ne a-recursive g' such that:
i.e. g' defines g correctly on any proper initial segment of the domain of g for all sufficiently large r. Define p2a (tp2a, sp2~), the X; 2 projectum of a (tame S 2 projectum oftx, strong Z 2 projectum of~), to be the least/3 such that there is a Z 2 projectioil (tame ~;2 projection, strong Z2 projection) of a into/~ Supr~ose 3' <-~. g: 3' -~ ~ is a X; 2 cofinality function ifg i~ Z2 a:ld its range is unbounded. Define cf2a, the ~2 cofinality of a, to be tht. least 3' <_ ~ for which there is a ~2 cefmality function g: 3" -~ ~. C~early cf2a = ~ if and only if L~ satisfies X; 2 replacement. Proposition i .1. Every ~1 projection is tame F., 2 , 1.1 is a triviality but it does introduce an important point. If a* < or, then the a-finite injurymethod [6, section 4] is based on an a-recursive indexing of requirements of len~h a*. If a* = a it is often necessary to use a tame $2 indexing of requirements of length tp2t~. The virtue of tamenes~s re.';ides in: for ea,:h ~ < tp2a there is a ~, < a and a E 1 projection of ~ into fl. In short, tame Z 2 projections can be approximated on proper initial segments of their ranges by ~ l projections, and consequently are suited to a-finite injury arguments. 2 2 Similarly a tame Zn+l projection can be approxi~nated on any proper initiai segment of its range by a ~n projection, §2. Tame Z 2 projections
The lemmas of this section are needed to compute bounds on ordinals that crop up in the priority arguments of section 3, and (hopefully) in future priority developments. The first lemma says the tame Z 2 projecturn could have been defined in terms of one-one onto maps. Proof. Let g: a ~ fl be a tame Z 2 projection, and let fl' be the ordertype of the range ofg. For each x in the range ofg define
Thus h is a one-one orderpreserving map of range g onto/Y. We will show f= hg is a tame ~2 projection oft~ onto fl'. Since fl' <-fl = tp2a, it will then follow [3' = ft. Suppose g' is an a-recursive function such that g and g' ~tisfy ( 1.2) and (1.3). Let ro = {g'(o, x)!x < o). For eachy 6 re, define '(o, g'(o, x) ).
Clearly f'(o, x) is o~-recursive. Fix z < 13'. Choose o 0 so that o 0 > lub {xlgx < h-lz} and
Thus r a n h-lz = range g n h-lz for all o ~ a O, Consequently h'(a, x) = hx for all o >-o 0 and x < h-i z And so
The tameness off is now immediate if/3' is a limit ordinal; if ~' were a successor, there would be a tame X 2 projection of e into the greatest limit ordinal less than/3, that projection differing only finitely from g.
The next lemma relates the Y'2 cofinality ofe to the tame X 2 projectum of e, and is ~:he principal source of tame X 2 projections. Proof. Let k 0 be the least z <-X such that O ~ T~ I ~ < z } is not e-finite. Then is a-finite for all ~ < X 0 , Clearly { V~ I ~ < X 0 } is a partition of a non-afinite, a-recursively enumerable set; assume it is a partition of e. Let K~ : Vt -* be an e-finite one-one map of least possible canonical index. Define g:a-~ ~'kO by when t3 E V t . Let T~ be the subset of T~ enumerated at stage o of the simuItaneous e-recursive enumeration of the Tt's. Define Let K~ : I~ ~ ~ be an e-finite one-one map of least possible canonical index. Define g'Co, whenfl ~ leg, and =lub {g '(u, fl) lB~ U { I/~ 1 ~ < X0)) otherwise.
To check the tameness of g, fix z < X o. Since U (T~I/j < z) is a-finite, there is a o such that T~ = T~ for all r >-o and ~ <-z. But then g'(o, 0) = g# for all r ->. o and B ~ U { V t I ~ ~ z). Consequently
Recall that gca denotes the greatest a-cardinal if there is one, and a otherwise. The next theorem is the most useful inequality relating the tame 2; 2 projectum of a and the 2; 2 cofinality ofa. Theorem 2.3. cf2a <-tp2a <-gca. cf2a.
Proof. By 2.1 there exists a one-one Z 2 mapfofa onto tp2a~ But then f-1 is a ~2 map from tp2a onto a and so cf2a <-~p2a.
Let ~, = cf2a and assume gca < a. Thus there is a Z2 h : ;~ --* a with unbounded range. Let R(~t, o, ~, y) be an a-recursive relation such that :--y *-* (r.u)(o)R(u, o, y) for all ~ < ;~ and all y. Let t : a -* a X a be an a-recursive onto map: tfl = (ufl, yfl) . Define T~ to be the set of all ~ such that o, 7~ is a-finite since it is an initial segment of a that omits/3 when h ~ = yfl and (o)R (ufl, v, ~,yfl) . U (Ttl~ < ;~) = a because the l ange ofh is unbounded and t is a-recursive. By 2.2 there is a tame E 2 projection of a into gca. ;~.
Lemma 2.4. sp2a >-gca.
Proof. Suppose 7 = sp2a < gca. Then there must be an a-cardinal fl such that 3' </3, Let g be a strong ~2 projection of~ into 3', and letg' be an ~-recursive function such that g and g' satisfy ( 1.4). Choose a so that (w)a,<~(r) [r ~ a -, g'(r, w) = gwi . Then g restricted to ~ is an a-finite one-one map of/3 into 3" < #.
The next theorem, which was also proved independently bv S. Simpson, will be used to describe those ,~:ds for which the existence of a minireal pair of ~-recursively enumerable a-degrees is as yet unknown.
Theorem 2.5. &q~pose p2~ = gc~ < tp2o~ <_ c~. Then ~p2~ = gca. cf2~.
Proof. Assume tp2a < ~: then the tame Z 2 projectum is expressible as ~" ~, + 3', where S is the greatest ~-cardinai and 3' < ~. Suppose 3' > 0. By 2,1 there exists a one-ore tame Z 2 map f of ~ onto s. ;~ + 3'. Since f is tame, f-1 I~" ~,] is a-finite, and consequently f maps the complement of an a-finite set one-one into (~. ~, + 3') -(~" ?,). It follows that p2t~ < gca. Hence 3' = 0. By 2.3, ~ <-cf2a. Letg be a one-one tame Z2 map of a onto ~.~. For each/i < ;k, define hS=sup(g-l/31~,~<-~< ~-(6+ 1)}.
Tile tameness ofg implies h5 < a for all 6 < ~. Clearly h : k -~ a is unbounded. In ~ddition h is Z2, since g is 4 2. Hence cf2-a <_ ?t. §3. Existence of minimal pairs o~ is said to be refractory if p2o~ = gca < tp2o~ ~ o~. If a is refractory, many theorems about recursively enumerable sets fail to lift readily to a, and in particular those theorems whose proofs permit requirements to be injured infinitely often. Theorem 2.5 pins down tp2a when a is refractory, but gives no hint of how to perlbrm nontrivial priority arguments.
Theorem 3.1. Ira is not refractory, then there exists a minimal pair of a-recursively enumerable a-degrees.
Proof. ~-recursively enumerable sets A and B are to be constructed so that neither is o~-recursive, and so that (" is ~x-recursive whenever C is arecursive in A and in B. A°(B a) will be the o~-fin~te set of ordinals put in A (B) prior to stage o of the construction. Lel P0 be a one-one tame ~2 map ofo~ onto tp2a, and let p~ : a × a -+ tp2~ be a one-one a-recursire function such that for each z < tp2a:
P0 will define priorities for the positive requirements, which insure that neitherA nor B are a-recv, rsive. LeG Pi be a one-one Z 2 map ofc~ into p2a, and let p] : a × a ---p2a be a one-one a-recursive function such that for all x and y:
Pl will define priorities for the negative requirements, which insure that the only sets a-recursive in both A and B are the a-recursive sets.
The positive requirements are {qs i 4= A t i < a) u ~ ~ BI i < a) and (after being interlaced) are denoted by { R il i < a ~. R i has higher priority than R i ifP0i< Pol. Ri has higher priority than R i at sta~ o if
Followers are appointed for tile sake of R e at certain stages; they are subject to cancellation at later stages. At every stage a follower is either realized or unrealized and each R e has at most one unrealized follower: p follows R e ifp is appointed to follow R e and is never cancelled p follows R c at stage tr ifp was appointed prior to stage o and was not ,zancelled prior to stage o, p has higher rank than q (at stage a) ifp follows R i (at stage o), q follows R i (at stage o), and R i has higher priority than R t (at stage a). p has higher order than q (at stage o) if p and q both follow R i (at stage o) and p was appointed before q was. 
Qi is persistent at stage o if there is a X < o such that (r) [X<_ r <-o -~ p~ (r, i) 
A follower p is associated with Qi.(at stage o) if there is a stage r (r < o) such that p is associated with Qi at stage r of the construction and the association is not cancelled at any stage subsequent to r (and prior to o).
Let R e be xI, i ~ A or ~I, i ~ B, R e requires attention through p at stage o ifp follows R e at stage o, R e is not satisfied prior to stage o, e -<. tr and at least one of the next three clauses holds. t.nd Oi(B) being recur~ive. The preference must occasionally be ignored in order to satisfy R i but not too often if Qi is to be satisfied. Thus followers of R i are associated only with Qi's of higher priority than Rj, and at most one follc~wer of R i is associated with any particular Qi at any stage. Followers of R~. arc cancelled at stage s only if R k or some Rj of higher prior:ty than R~. receives attention at stage s. Cancellation of associations of followers with negative requirements is also allowed. After such a cancellation the follower can be associated only with negative requirements of higher priority than those it was formerly associated with.
It ,hen can be shown that each R e receives attention only finitely often. Fix e and suppose R i fails to receive attention after stage s for any i < e. The follower of R e of highest order after stage s remains forever unrealized or is put in A or B (in eitiler event R e never again requires attention), or is associated with Qi for some i < e for all but finitely many stages. Once the follower in question is associated with some Qi, a new unrealized follower is appointed and never cancelled. After finitely many such appointments, a follower p of R e is developed such that p is never realized orp is placed in A or B. In either case R e is m.~t, (The nonrealization ofp means tha! 'tte is not total.) Hence R e receives attention only finitely often. Now suppose that ~bi(A)~ Oi (B) and that Qi is 4Pi(A) = Oi(B). Go to a stage afte~ which no requirement of hi~her priority than Qi receives a~tention. Then all followers appointed from now on are subject to association with Qi. There arc of course only finitely many negative requirements of higher priority than Qi; some will always have their associations with followers cancelled, and some will not. For the latter there is a stage after which no association with a follower is cancelled. q~i(A, x) can be computed effectively as f~ltows. Go to a stage s such that for all y ~ .\', and such that no followers associated with negative requirements of higher priority than Qi can interfere with the computation of the above equation for any 3" ~ x. The computation is protected at ~.11 subsequent stages in the sense that for all t .>-s, either ~(A t, y) = e~ (A s, y) or ,~(B t, y) = ~P~(B s, y). Hence qbi(A, x) must equal ~bS (AS, x) . The D.rotection leads to cancellation of certain followers, and the cancellation ~%f the association of p with Qi at stage t only if L(i, t) = M (i, t) . i e. both sides of tt, ~ requirement are equal on at least as long as initia; ~egment as at the previous stage.
The problems encom~tered in lifqng the minimal pair construction from to to ~ haw'~ two sources: certain details peculiar to the construction: and the somewhat more gene~nt priority method used, to be termed the finite injury, infinite preservatk n method. The details of the construction rely o~ the lbllowing eqt~ality, qbi(A ) = lira ~(A ~ ), which can fail ifA is not regular. ~ So some further details, roudne in nature, will be added to insure the regularity of A and B, (Sukonick [71,  faced with the same difficulty for 0~ = w~'h" made A and B hyperregular,) Another peculiar detail is made more complicated by the p~sence of limit ordinals less than ~. Suppose X < t~ is a limit ordinal and q~(A t~, x) = q or Oai(A ~, x) = q for all/3 < h. Then under certain conditions it will be necessary to have O~(A x, x) = q or O~(A "~. x) = q, and this will be, accomplished by permitting only finitely many changes of heart in deciding which of the two computations to protect.
The problelm arising from the priority method ~tself are more severe than the two above. The most immediate problem is a consequence ~gf the fact that followers of R e are subject to association with negative requirements in order of iacreasing priority: i.e. followers associated with Qi precede followers ass:~ciated with Qi if (2/has higher priority than Qi. Thus if the priority ofR e is infinite, then the ordering of followers ofR e is not a wellordering, if the ordering were reversed, it would become a wellordering, but tile information needed to compute ~i(A) = Oi(B) recursively would be lost. When ~ = w the needed information is finite; when ~ > ~o it is t~ounded but not always a-finite if the ordering is not reversed. The compromise adopted below consists of reversing the ordering and repeating the process of associating followers with negative requirements co times. The compromise works for two reasons: only finitely many changes of heart are permitted in deciding which side of a computafie,= to preserve; each follower can be associated with a fixed negative requirement at all stages in a sequence cofinal with the stage at which the follower is put in A or B.
The most severe problem of all arises from the assignment of priorities. Recall the role of the priorities. First it was argued that ifs is a stage after which no requirement of priority higher than that of R e receives attention, then R e receives attention at only finitely many stages after st~,,'e s. Then it was argued that if s is a stage after which no requirement of priority greater than that of Qe receives attention, then dpe(A) = Oe(B) can be computed from the finite state of affairs at stage s. The first argument can be lifted to a by weakening the process of cancelling followers, thereby obviating the need for all requirements of higher priority than R e to cease receiving attention at stage s. The second argument is less ~menable; lifting it seems to require that each proper initial segment of the priority ordering of {Ril i < a} be correct from some stage onward.
Consequently the priorities for the Ri's are generated by a tame Z 2 projection. Curiously a Z 2 projection suffices for the priorities of the Qi'S, because it is enough for each Qi to attain its correct priority from Some stage onward.
The assigmnent of priorities guarantees that each R e receives attention only t~-filfitely often if a is not refractory. A preliminary indication of the reasoning behind the last assertion will prove helpful. If a > w, then it is possible for R e to receive attention infinitely often after all positive requirements of higher priority than R e have ceased to receive attention. That infinite set must be or-finite if the construction is to succeed. The a-cardinality approach of 131 (or the ~1 substructure approach of [61) seems to work only if there is an a-cardinal 3' such that R e receives attention less than "/times after some stage. Such a ~, can be found when there is no greatest a-cardinal, or when the tame Z2 projectum of o~ does not exceed the greatest a-cardinal (if it exists), or when the Ng_ projectum of t~ is less than some ~-cardinal. Such a 3' is not needed when o~ equals the v, projcctum of~. Suppose the worst: there is a set S of stages cofinal with c~ and a proper initial segment I of requirements such that some member of I requires attention at every stage of S, but such that each member of I receives attention only bouqdedly often. Then a > tp2a. In addition the association of followers of a given R e with negative requirements yields a > sp2a.. Thus all is well when a = p2t~. lfa is refractory, then the desired ~, does not exist and a > sp2a.
The construction of A and B is by stages. Suppose such an R e exists Let S be {xl R x has lower priority than R e at stage o}. Cancel all tbllowers of R x for all x E S, and all associa-:ions of such tbllowers with negative requirements. R e is said to receive attention at stage o.
Let p be the follower of R e of highest order at stage o such that R e requires attention through p as defined earlier in terms of clauses (3.1)-(3.3). (If no such p exists, adopt case 4 below.) Assume such a p exists. Cancel all followers of R e of lower order than p at ~tage a, and all associations of such followers with negative requirements. R e is said to receive attention through p at stage o. Adopt case 1, case 2 or case 3 respectively ifR e requires attention through p at stage a and clause (3.1), clause (3.2) or clause (3.3) respectively holds.
Case 1. Let T~e = {(y, n)ly < fro(O, e)& n < ¢o}. Wellorder T~e by: (y, n) < -(u, m) ifand only ifn < morn = m andy <-u. Let l~(p) be the set of all (y, n) in T~e such that for some z, r, u and m: r < a and p is associated with Qz at stage "r through (u, m) and (y, n) <_ (u, m). (The association of a follower will always take place throtlgh some (u, m) as specified below.) Let (Yo, no ) be the least member of T~e\ I~(p) such that (Ez)(z < a & p~ (o, z) = Yo)-If (Y0, no) is welldefined, then associate p with Qzo through (Yo, no) ; Zo is the unique z such that z < a and P'l(tr, z0 ) =Y0 (recall that p] is one-one). LetA ° = U iA ~ 18 < a}, B ° = U (B 8 1 5 < a}, and go to the next stage.
Suppose (Y0, no) is not welldefined. I f R e is q~i ~: ,4, let A ° =O{A 616<o~U{p}andB a=U{B 616<a).lfR eis~I' iCB, letA a = U ~A 816 < o} and B a = {B n ~5 < a} u {p). Cancel all followers ofR e at stage o save f,~r p, and all associations of such followers with negative requirements, and go to the next stage. End of construction, R e is discharged (at stage o) if R e does not receive attention at stage r for any r (>-o). R e is discharged by p (at stage a} if R e does not receive attention through p at stage ~" for any r (>-a). The next four lemmas establish that every positive requirement is satisfied, Lemma 3.2. Suppose e and a are such that p})(r, e) = poe for all r ~ a.
Let 3" > to be a regular e-cardinal such that 7 > min(p2a, Poe). Define Sp = {7-1 r >_ o & R e receives attention through p at stage r). Then the orderO,pe of Sp is less than 3".
Proof. lfp fails to follow R e at any stage z >_ a, then Sp = 0. So suppose a 0 is the least r ~ o such that p follows 1:,,, at stage ~r 0. Thus p has been appointed an unrealized followcr of R, prior to stage o 0 + 1, (lfp is cancelled, p can never be reappointed.) Ifp is never realized, then R e never receives attention through p at any stage after o 0. So suppose o 1 is the least r >_ o 0 such that p is realized at stage r. For each 7-> o 1 , if R e receives attention through p at stage r, then either R e is satisfied at stage r (~md consequently never receives attention after stage r) or p is associ~,.ted with some Q/through some <y, n > (as in Case 2) at stage r. Define a partial a-recursive f by: f0 is the least r > a I such that R e receives attention through p at stage 7-;fv(t, > 0) is the least r > lub {f51 6 < u ) such that R e receives attention through p at stage 7-. Define gx = (y, n) if R e receives attention at stage )'k" through p, R e is not satisfied at stage fx, and p is associated with some Qi through <y, n > at stage r. Clearly g is partial a-recursive.
g is one-one on its domain, because (y, n) < (z, m) ifp is associated with Q~ through <y, n> at stage r I , and with Q~ through (z, m) at stage r 2 > r I . The domain ofg is an initial segment of u, and its range is a subset ore I × to where e~ = min (p2a, poe). g~/is undefined, since otherwise g would map 3' one-one onto e 1 × co, a set whose o~-cardi~ality is less than 3'. Thus the ordertype of the domain of g is less tha~a 3". The ordertype ofS o is at worst 2 plus the ordertype of the domain of L which is at worst 2 plus the ordcrtype of the domain ofg + !.
i.emma 3.3. Suppose e and o are such that p'o(r, e) = po e for ell 7" ~ o. Assume po e < w. Dejbte Sp = ; rl r >-o & R e receives attention through p at stage" r). Then the ordertype of Sp is a-finite.
Proof. Similar ~o that of Lemma 3.2.
I.emma 3.4. Suppose o, o' and e are such tt~tt o < o' <_ a and (3.5) (z) (r~(y) [o<_r<o'&z<_e&poy=Z-->po(r,y) (x, 7.) by o <-r < o' and (Ep) (Ry receives attention through p at stage 7. and p has order x at stage r). R(x, 7") is an a-recursive relation. Let T z = {,tR(z, u) 
~.
Let/3 be the least ordinal such that the ordertype of Ta is at least T. Then a contradiction will follow from Lemma 2.3 cf [6] . Suppose e l and 02 are such that o I < 02 <-~ and U~Tzlz</3}n{wlo I <~w<o2~ =0. If e I <-r < 02 and Ry receives attention through q at stage r and r ~ T a, then q has order at least/3 at stage r. Consequently if r I , r~ ~ T a, a 1 <_ r I < 02, o 1 <_ r 2 < o2,Ry has a followerp I of order/3 at stage r I , and .Ry has a follower P2 of order/3 at stage r 2 , then Pl = P2. By (3.5) and Lemma 3.2, the ordertype of T a n { rl o I <_ r < o2.} is less than 3'. Finally by Lemma 2.3 of I61, the ordertype of T B is less than 3". l.ernma 3. 5. Suppose o, o' and e satisfy hyp¢.~, 'heses (3.5) and (3.6) The proof that Ry is discharged breaks into four cases. Remember that Ry receives attention at stage r ~ o if Ry requires attention at stage r.
Cas" ' ~ = a. Hence there is a regular a-cardinal 3' such that 7 > e and 3" > ~o. f onsequently the set of stages at wilich Ry receives attention has ordertyoe ':ss than 3' and is a-finite, since (as was just shown) T has ordertype less than 3".
Case 2. p2a < gca < a. Ifgc~ is regular, let 3' = gca, if gc¢~ is singular, then there is a regular a-cardinal T such that p2a < 3' < gca. Proceed as in Case !.
Case 3. p2a = tp2~ = gca < a. If gca > w, then the argument of Case 1 succeeds. Suppose gc¢~ = w. Then e is finite. Suppose Ry is not satisfied at any stage. Each realized follower of R) at stage r >-o is associated with a different Q, at the end of stage r. Consequently R v has at most e realized followers at the end of stage r >-o, and at most one unrealized follower at stage r. Let qo be the first follower of Ry of order 0 at any stage after o. Then q0 is never c.qncelled, and Ry is never satisfied. If q0 is always unrealized, then Ry is discharged. Otherwise q0
is associated with some Qw for all sufficiently large stages. Let 0"0 be the stage at which q0 is last associated with Qw" At sta~ o 0 + 1 a follower qt of Ry of order 1 is appointed, never to be cancelled. And so on until termination with at worst qe+ 1" Either Ry is satisfied, or some qi is never realized. In either event Ry is discharged. Case 4. gca < p2t~ = t~. Hence e < tp2~ = ~. Ifg were total, then p2a
would be at most e by Fact 3. So g r.lust be partial. If Ry were not discharged, then tp2t~ would be less tht;n a by Fact 4. If ¢~ is not refractory, then one of the above four cases must apply.
Only the proofs of Facts 1-4 remain. realized. Hence Ry must receive attention unboundedly often through a follower oi~ order less than/3; otherwise g/~ would be defined. Thus f is a ~2 cofir~ality function and cf2a <_/3. By 2.5 tp2~ < a.
l.emma 3.6. For each y. Ry is discharged
Proof. B:' induction on e < tp2,v.
Step e of the induction shows Ry is discharged fory =p61e. Recad P0 maps a onto tp2a. Case 1. gca = ~. Let o' = o~, and assume tr', a and e satisfy (3.5). Furthor assume o and e satisfy (3.7).
(3.7) For each x < tp2a and ~r, define T.~ to be (pl p >_ r and Rp~lx receives attention at stage p L If 7 > co is an infinite a-cardmal and e < 3', then the ordertype of T o i~,, less than 3' for all x < e.
Fix T as the least e-cardinal greater than max(e. ~). (3' exists because gca = a.) Cleariy 3' is regular. According to (3.7) T~x has ordertype less than 3' for every x < e. It follows from Lemma 2.3 of [6] that T" = O (T~ I z < e~ has ordertype less than 3' and so is e-finite. Thus for some a 3 >-a, it is the case that o' (= a), o 3 and e satisfy (3.5) and (3.6). Suppose 0 I<02~-c~ando~T~z!z<e)n (51o I ~5<o 2) =0. ByLen~-ma 3.5, T~ n {51 o I <_ ~5 < o2) has ordertype less than 3'. But then by Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 2.3 of 16], Rp~le is discharged. Case 2. p2a < gco~ < a. Iftp2e <_-gca, then proceed as in Case i. If tp2a > gc~, then tp2a <-gc~. cf2a by Th~ot~em 2.3. In the hope of a contradiction, let e be the least x < tp2a such that Rp~ix is not discharged. Then e = gca. v + rt for some v < cf2a and rt < gca. Let a' = a, and let o 0 be the least o such that a', o and e satisfy (3.5). There is no r such that o 0 <_ r < a and o', r and e satisfy (3.6) (with o = r); otherwise Lemma 3.5 implies gp~le is discharged. Thus the set of stages after stage o 0 at which Rp~lx receives attention for some x < e must be cofinal with a.
If r/= 0, define f: v-* t~ by: fx" is the least 1" such. Case 3. tp2a = gca < a. Hence for each e < tp2a, there is a regular a-cardinal 3' such that e < 3, <_ gca < a. Proceed as in Case 1.
Case 4. gca < p2a = tp2a = a. Let e be the least x < tp2a such that Rt~ix is not discharged. As in Case 2, the set of stages at which Rpftx receives attention for some x < e must be cofinal with a and so cf2a ~ e. But then tp2a < t~ by Theorem 2.3. If none of the last !'cur cases apply, then a is refractory. Po( , Yl ) < P0 ( 8, o) . Since R). l is persistent for all r such that o 3 <-r .<-r I , R o cannot be persistent for all r such that 8 < r <-r I . Hence p is cancelled before the end of stage r 1 . Thus all followers in existence at the end of stage r I , and not satisfied before the end of stage r 1 , are less than o 3 . If no z < o 3 is I~ut in B after stage r 1 , then the computation d, is validl forever, and O~(B r, x) = z. So assume there is a r > r 1 such that some z < 03 is put in B r. Let the least such r be r 2 , and let z 2 be such a z. Suppose z 2 follows Ry 2. Two cases occur. Case 1. z 2 is not associated with Qi at any stage r such that r 1 -<. r <-r 2 . Since z 2 < 03 , z 2 existed as a follower at the end of stage r|. Ifz 2 was unrealized at the end of stage r 1 , then z 2 was eligible for association with Qi tlnough (i, 0); and if z 2 was associated with some (2:, through (w, n) at tb -end of stage r), tl,en z 2 was eligible for association with Qi through (i, ,: + 1 ). Since z 2 is not associated with Qi, some fo!lower r of Ry 2 0'.' highe" order than that of z, was associated with Qi at stage X, where X is the least stage such that z2 was associated with some Q/through some ,',~, i:> (if there is no such stage, let X = r 2 ). (u. k) > (i, 0) if z 2 was unrealized at stage r~, and (u, k) > (i, n + 1 ) if z 2 was realized at stage r I , But since r has higher order than z ! at stage X, r < z 2 , so r existed at stage 03 . If r were not associated with Qi at stage 03, then Rv2 must have received attention through r at stage 8 (02 <-8 < X), but then z 2 would have been cancelled at stage 8 and could not have been a follower at stage r 2 . Hence r is associated with Qi at stage o 3 . But L(o 3 , i) = M(03, i), hence either Ry 2 is not persistent at stage 0 3 (impossible because z 2 would be cancelled at stage 0 3 ), or Ry 2 requires attention through r at stage 0 3. There are now only three possibilities at stage 0 3 -R. receives attention through r and z~ is cancelled; Ry~ receives attention through a follower of higher order than r and z 2 is cancelled; and some R o of higher priority than Rv, receives attention and z 2 is cancelled. None of the three can occur~ l'lence case ! cannot occur.
Case 2. z 2 is associated with Qi at stage r for some r such that r 1 <_ r <_ r 2 ; let r' l be the least such r. Since z 2 E B, there is a first stage r~' such that ~'~ < r~' ~ r 2 and the association of z 2 with Qi is cancelled If c I were invalid at the end of stage r 2 , then some follower x would land in A at some stage ~,(r' t' < ;k < r 2 ). Suppose x follows R o . x < r' i' and x exists as a follower at stage r I . Also P0(ri, o) < P0(rl, ) 2 ). For ¢r" < r < ?~), R o must be persistent at stage r (otherwise x would each r t. 1 ----be cancelled by the end of stage X and so could not land in A ), and Ry 2 must be persistent at stage X (otherwise z 2 would be cancelled by the end of stage ;k < r2). Hence p~(X, o) < p~o (X, y2) . Since R o receives attention at stage k, z: is cancelled at stage X. Consequently c I is valid at the end of stage r 2 . All followers in existence at the end of stage r 2 are less than 0 3 . Let c 2 = c I .
If no z < 0 3 is placed in A after stage r 2 , then computation c 2 is valid forever. Assume some z < 0 3 is placed in A after stage r~.
Continue to alternate as above between A and B. If for some n < ~, z n fails to be defined, then the lemma is proved. Suppose z,~ is defined for all n < to. z n follows Ry_ at stage 0 3. By Lemma 3. 8, p'o(O3, Yl ) Let Ta be the elementary theory of the partial ordering of the a-recursively entmlerablc degrees, Nothing is known about the dependence (if any) of 7", on e. Lerman 13 i proved that the Z 1 sentences of T~ are i'ldependent of a. Question I, Is there is a minimal pair of a-recursively enumerable degrees for every ~1 admissible a ? Theorem 3.1 provides such a pair when a is not refractory, It might be wise to study those refractory a with the following properties: co< p2a = gca < a:tp2a = gc~" ~;cf2a = ¢o. Question 2. Are tile a-recursively enumerable degrees dense for every E 1 admissible o~ ?
The answer is yes when a = to by Sacks [51, and when a* = w by Driscoll [ 1 ] , An affirmative answer to Question 1 will probably include an account of the a-infinite injury method, a method as yet unknown.
Question 3, For which Z ~ admissible a's can every finite distributive lattice be embedded in the a-recursively enumerable degrees ?
Lerman and Thomason showed every one could be embedded when e~ = ¢o, Their arguments extended the minimal pair construction.
